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Abstract 
 
In the present work it has been shown that the phenomenon of spatial hole burning in semi 
classical theory remains unaffected in Lasing without inversion. The notion of stimulated 
decay is introduced for Lasing without inversion. 
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Introduction 
 
The semi classical theory of laser noise considers the spontaneous emission fluctuations as 
the major noise sources, and they have influences on gain in a number of ways .The 
phenomenon like spatial hole burning [1-3], heating are mainly responsible for gain 
suppression in laser cavity. The phenomenon of spatial hole burning appears naturally in semi 
classical theory of laser [4]. This appears in the graph of normalized population difference 
versus axial co ordinate along laser axis. Though the hole is burned by the field intensity for a 
non moving atom [5] the effect is inherently present as noise in laser oscillators and 
amplifiers. The basic principles of spectral hole burning was indeed applied by Arnand[6] in 
the case of complicated structures like quantum wells. It was shown that the constant voltage 
driven laser diodes generate amplitude squeezed light. The phenomenon of spatial hole 
burning has also been used to explain few characteristics of quantum wells [7] In the last 
decade   lasing without inversion (LWI)[8-14], has attracted tremendous attention. LWI gives 
the production of light with greatly reduced noise which could be useful in X ray laser and 
new type semiconductor laser [13-14].In the present work we show that the phenomenon of 
spatial hole burning in semi classical theory remains unaffected in Lasing without inversion. 
This fact has not been discussed in earlier works. 
 
Spatial hole burning: 
   
Spatial hole burning is responsible in gain suppression in a laser cavity. This phenomenon 
appears naturally in the semiclasical theory of laser. This hole burning appears in the graph 
representing the normalized population difference versus axial co-ordinate along z axis. 
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Though the hole burned by the field intensity for non moving atoms are seen to wash out for 
rapidly moving atoms the effect is inherently present in laser oscillator. 
 

The normalized population difference in terms of density matrix aaρ  and bbρ is given by 
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1 . In equation (1) we see that the population difference is given by N 
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zNbbaa =− ρρ  i.e. the population difference becomes one half of its value. It 

may be noted that the factor )1(
SR

R+  increases as intensity of the electric field increases. For 

sinusoid ally varying electric field holes are burned in the population difference one half 
wavelengths apart. 
 
 
Lasing without inversion: 
 
 One of the central issues in laser techniques is the generation of laser in x ray domain. 
However since the population inversion between states connecting in ultra short wavelength 
laser, in general is hard to realize. Moreover even if a population inversion is reached 
between two states ,the strong spontaneous emission yield a large phase noise, as 
spontaneous emission rate relates to laser wavelength in a cubic  inversion ratio. 
Consequently, it is impossible for an output ultra short wavelength laser to have narrow line 
width. Recently it is theoretically recognized that under proper conditions a buildup of 
coherent radiation is achievable in some multilevel systems, even if population is absent. This 
new kind of the mechanism is termed as lasing without inversion [15-18].Mean while as it 
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does not need a large population in the upper lasing level, the spontaneous emission phase 
noise is quite small and then laser generated in this way will have a very narrow natural line 
width[16,19]. 
 
Varieties of LWI schemes have been proposed and number of experiment are now under 
way, and few experimental demonstrations have been successful [21-23]. Bloembergen’s 
three level schemes, which worked out five decades ago, carry the essential features of LWI. 
We have seen that in this system two fields are allowed to be incident on an assembly, a 
strong field at resonance with frequency ν 31

 (frequency separating the ground level and 

highest excited level) and the weak signal field at frequencyν 32 .In LWI also two fields are 

allowed to be incident on this assembly; one strong field and another weak field and coupling 
take place between the two fields. We have seen that because of the closeness of two levels 
there is uncertainty in making transitions to the upper level or lower level, depending on 
whether the system is Λ type or V type resulting in destructive interference [9]. 
 
To present the basic physics of LWI it is best to consider the theory of this effect in three 
level Λ configuration and then to demonstrate how the concept of lasing without inversion 
can be realized. Theoretical analysis predicts that lasing without inversion can be achieved in 
simple three level V scheme configuration [20], it requires more population in the ground 

state than in the excited state i.e. the lasing without inversion requires aaρ < bbρ .( aaρ  

excited state and bbρ ground state, population is in the density matrix notation).A three level 

diagram of the Λ and V schemes of lasing without in version is given below in the figure I 
and II. 
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If we consider aaρ < bbρ and apply in to equation (1) we obtain the left hand side of the 

equation (1) to be negative, the population difference will be negative, and this expression 
can be reframed as 
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In equation (1) we see that the population difference is given by N (z) divided by a factor  
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R+1  and we observe the LHS’s equation (1) and (2) are equal in magnitude.  
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, means ba γγ >> which causes decrease  in  inversion and net gain. 

 
This indicates that the spatial hole burning also affects the gain in lasing without inversion, 
and it is interesting to note that this point has not been discussed in various schemes dealing 
with lasing without inversion .Though the LWI has been demonstrated experimentally, a 
practical device has not yet been made. Thus any high power device dealing with LWI should 
also consider the effect of spatial hole burning. 
 
It is worthwhile to note that the presence of spatial hole burning inhibits the gain or 
amplification of a laser medium and proper mechanism should be provided so that the effect 
is overcome. In this connection it is worthwhile to connect the phenomenon of spatial hole 
burning with the processes of LWI. We have seen that population is needed for lasing and 
primary reason for this population inversion is to overcome absorption which is inherently 
present in the process of interaction of radiation with matter. We have discussed this matter in 
the case of LWI. Absorption inhibits gain in the process of lasing and in spatial burning 
encountered in the semi classical theory of lasers gain or amplification is suppressed 
sinusoidally along the laser axis. In LWI absorption is cancelled via the process of quantum 
interference, which leads to amplification or lasing even in the absence of the population in 
the excited states. Spatial hole burning inhibits gain, like wise absorption inhibits population 
inversion and gain (lasing). Absorption is cancelled via quantum interference leading in LWI. 
Spatial hole burning if suppressed will lead to increase and in gain. In this way we observed 
that both process as are analogous. Further behind every radiation there must be some decay. 
In LWI though less amount of decay is present but it is not completely responsible for lasing. 
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Without loss of generality we may infer that in this case the decay is stimulated or stimulated 
decay is responsible for lasing without inversion. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In the present work it has been shown that spatial hole burning also effects lasing without 
inversion like lasing with inversion. The concept of stimulated decay is introduced for Lasing 
without inversion. 
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